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[0:00:00]
Marjorie: Took out till tomorrow so [0:00:03][inaudible]. And I sent it to them, they liked

it but I was too – then I got too busy to do anything more. I just had to stop to
do anything for I couldn’t and then right recently they wrote to me again and
said, “Well we’ve got – we want to publish this thing and we’ve got somebody
else, an Indian gentleman, to do an English translation, a rough English
translation, will you correct it and polish it.” And they sent me some sections of
it together with my own original. Well I decided by that time my own original
could be a proof so I did it, but the other one it is a basis certainly but, every
sentence has to be checked. It is not English. It’s a kind of you know Indian
imitation English, and [0:01:31][inaudible] their own style is so simple and so
straight forward and crisp that a message translated into the same kind of
English, you know it doesn’t – I’ve seen so called translations
[0:01:50][inaudible] that really make, you know, appear like an absolute fool
because they are so bungled, you know in their style. So I said all right I will try
but it is taking a long time and I keep having to refer to the original.

Interviewer: What was the title of the English?

Marjorie: Well, I haven’t got a title yet. I guess it will just be a translation of this which is
about - in search of non-violence or something of that sort. [0:02:43][inaudible]
and the sub-title is, glimpses of [0:02:51][inaudible] life.

Interviewer: Which in fact is more than just glimpses of it, covers his whole life.

Marjorie: Yes, yes, and of course there is an awesome image which I just – about his
contact with Gandhi and you know what he learned from Gandhi and some very
interesting things about that. Anyway but I do my odd moments when I feel like
it.

Interviewer: Yeah, good. Well let us continue with our talk we had the day before yesterday.
We came up to the year 1948 if I remember well when Gandhiji died and you
joined Sevagram ashram.

Marjorie: Yes.
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Interviewer: ’47 wasn’t it, ’47.

Marjorie: Yeah, I joined but he wasn't there.

Interviewer: But he was Delhi and – right.

Marjorie: Well I stayed there for up to 1959 and most of the time with some few
interludes, most of the time my chief job was directing the teacher training
section there which involved a lot of very interesting work in the village,
surrounding village schools. We had a good relationship with the district council,
there was a district council which was responsible for village schools. And they
permitted Sevagram for us to take charge and guide a circle of about twenty
schools in the villages round about.

[0:05:22]
They spanned roughly a five to seven mile radius you see and I would organise
students for each of those schools and taking part in the teaching, and teaching
certain things, and particularly spinning and very simple weaving. And we had
big fun over that and I was one of the students luckily. He was a charming
person, he was one of the older ones when he first came as a student but that is
speaking from the local provincial, local state. And the first day when they were
all introducing themselves sitting in a circle, giving their names and where they
came from, little tiny bits about their backgrounds, and when it came to his turn
he grinned rather humorously and said, “I hardly dare tell you my name. My
name is called, Godse,” because it was the name of the man who had
assassinated Gandhiji. So of course everybody roared with laughter.

He was very greatly beloved and luckily when he had completed his training, he
was appointed in charge of the Wardha district schools. So we had a wonderful
combination of him supporting us in every possible way.

Interviewer: Was he even related to Godse?

Marjorie: Oh, no, I don’t think so.

Interviewer: No, right. How many students were at the experimental school at Sevagram at
that time?

Marjorie: Ooh, well they were usually far too many teachers training cause it was very
difficult to keep them out you see. We said to every state you may send three,
well sixteen states that’s already forty eight. And then they were all the extra
select one’s who came privately. You wanted to encourage simply because they
were private and not official sent. So it was usually between fifty and sixty which
is really in some ways very good. It was very good that we had all this mixture of
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people because they taught each other a great deal especially of how to you
know get on with people of a different kind.

Interviewer: Were they involved in the ashram life, did they live the same daily routine like
the other ashramites?

Marjorie: The ashram was a very small group at that time and no we deliberately didn't
have the same routine. We always shared in the ashram evening prayers but our
community was an educational community and there were a large number of
children in the school. There was a school on the sport you see, a residential
school with children whose parents for various needed to have them in a
residential school. We said we are not going to get children up four o’clock in
the morning for prayers, the children need their sleep.

[0:10:04]
We are not going to work as an ashram community we work as a educational
community and so our daily routine was different from the ashram, but when it
came to evening prayers of course it was very suitable and easy to combine
which we did. We did not impose strict ashram rules on people. There was a
line across, there was the ashram side of the fence and there was the education
side of the fence. So that was a [0:11:02][inaudible] all right, it worked out quite
well.

Interviewer: Was it a bit as it is today in this – at Sevagram. You know there is the Institute
for Gandhian Studies has been established some three, four years ago by
Ravindra Varma.

Marjorie: Yes.

Interviewer: Is that a teachers training course…

Marjorie: That is no longer there.

Interviewer: No, no but then they also tried to live sort of community life but they are not
really integrated in the ashram routine. So such kind of separation was…

Marjorie: Yes, I haven’t visited since he started that. I know Ravindra Varma, he’s a very
good friend of ours but I haven’t visited it since he started that so I don’t know
anything about it.

Interviewer: Yeah, yeah. Well, I would like us to stress upon a bit more about your activities in
Shanti Sena, how did you become more often and so.

Marjorie: Well the beginning was that [Vinova ? 0:12:31 ] took up the idea which was
Gandhi’s idea which never worked out. He had suggested it long before but it
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never worked out and some where in the 1950s [Vinova ?] took it up and began
to talk about it.

Interviewer: The early fifties?

Marjorie: No, it was about mid-fifties, I would guess.

Interviewer: Mid fifties?

Marjorie: Yes, yes, ’57 or ’56. And he said to begin with that this idea ought to be worked
out by women, you see and he got together using five or six women and I was
one of them, you see. And actually we held – I therefore took the initiative and
we held at Sevagram – was it ’56, I don’t think it was ’56, I think it was before
that, ’55, couldn’t have been ’56 for other reasons. We held the first sort of a
training together at Shanti Sena and a number of people came from different
parts of the country. And while we were still together a crisis arose in a dispute
on the border between – yes it was between – it must have been ’55 I think
because in ‘53, the government of India carried out a drastic re-organisation of
the state boundaries trying to make the state boundaries fit as far as possible the
natural culture and language of the people.

[0:15:09]
So that for example Kerala was manufactured and very successfully out of all of
[0:15:19][inaudible] speaking areas which previously have been bits of other
states, you see, and bits of old princely states and so on and like that. Well,
Karnataka was the Kannada speaking state and Maharashtra the Marathi
speaking state, and of course in any such organisation there are always border
areas where things are mixed and there was such a border area between
Karnataka and Maharashtra, including a pretty prosperous town which of course
both places wanted to grab. So there was a dispute and friendship violence and
so right from the first training camp the people who belonged to Karnataka and
Maharashtra all went off together direct to the disputed area to see what they
could do in practice.

Interviewer: If you said a good number of people gathered, how many about?

Marjorie: I don’t remember.

Interviewer: To give me an idea.

Marjorie: Perhaps thirty all together.

Interviewer: All right.
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Marjorie: Anyway three or four of them who were concerned in this went direct from that
training camp to the area and did succeed in bringing about a you know an
agreement between the two. So that was how it started.

Interviewer: By negotiating, by the means of talking to the opponents in all the groups.

Marjorie: Yes, I mean they met people on both sides and they met them together, you see,
both the Kannada man and Maharathi man. They didn’t talk separately, that was
the strength of it. They were people from both languages talking together for a
sensible arrangement to be made.

Interviewer: What was the arrangement then?

Marjorie: Well actually the [0:18:10][inaudible] stayed in Karnataka as a whole, the
boundary is very nearby and it’s worked out peacefully. They’ve been – I guess
the Maharathi people they’re still [0:18:30][inaudible]. The same, I mean
there’s the same situation everywhere on all borders. There is an area which is
officially in Kerala but where the peoples, a large number of the people speak
Tamil, the language of Tamil Nadu over the border. And I have had students
from that area who officially didn’t know Tamil but unofficially knew far more
Tamil than knew English. That was later on in my life but that is a different story.
Well, it didn’t - the idea of having an all women committee didn’t last very long
cause it was quite obvious you needed both sexes working together.

Interviewer: It was about the time when [Vinumaji ? 0:19:44] transformed his [Bhrama Vidya
Manjia ?] into a women’s ashram also, wasn’t it?

Marjorie: Yes it was about that same time, yes it was, yes.

Interviewer: So, at the beginning they were about thirty people?
[0:20:03]
Marjorie: That was in the first training, yes. Well then [Vinova ?] or somebody got

together you know a group of his writings called Shanti Sena and I translated
that into English form and it was one of the ones that I translated.
[0:20:30][inaudible] to English which I myself think it’s one of the best of his
books of sayings.

Interviewer: But the history of – just if I may make a brave history [0:20:48][inaudible] which
was written by yourself.

Marjorie: That was later.

Interviewer: Was later on?
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